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Barriers to Promotion

Representation in policing matters. Seeing officers who look like you can inspire more confidence that you will be treated fairly and understood, which is necessary for an agency to build legitimacy. Yet representation is about more than just hiring more women and other under-represented groups—agencies must also be representative in supervisory and executive ranks to fully realize the benefits of employing a diverse workforce.

Women officers, in particular, when promoted to positions of power, often positively influence policy and culture to result in better outcomes for community members, and public safety as a whole.¹

Yet despite these benefits, women are severely under-represented in policing leadership, and similar issues that prevent women officers from advancing their careers appear across agencies. We’ll discuss the most common barriers here.

Shift change requirements. The variable shift changes that most agencies require—where newly promoted officers are given undesirable shifts, particularly the night shift—makes it difficult for women to balance family and work. Because women bear the brunt of childcare and other caregiving responsibilities, variations in shift assignment disproportionately affect their ability to participate in promotions.2

Harmful workplace culture. Research shows the culture of policing agencies and women’s interactions with male colleagues consistently send the message that women have to work harder than men to prove themselves to be good officers. This is especially true for Black women and other women of color, who are more likely to encounter extra scrutiny or prejudicial behaviors because of their race/ethnicity and gender.3 While more research is needed, studies and anecdotal evidence suggest that workplace culture also negatively impacts LGBT+ and gender non-conforming officers’ promotion aspirations.4 Research also suggests that there also is a perception among rank-and-file officers (particularly male officers) that women officers, if they apply, would be awarded a promotion simply because agencies are desperate to hire women in supervisory roles. If women officers feel as though they won’t be promoted on merit, they may not wish to be promoted at all.5

Barriers in promotional processes and unequal access to opportunities. A harmful workplace culture also can influence the very process of awarding promotions, as well as access to the opportunities that can strengthen a candidate’s qualifications. It’s important to think of harmful culture beyond the interpersonal level, such as verbal and physical harassment from colleagues that may discourage women from seeking promotion. To fully address barriers to promotion, agencies also must examine management decisions related to shift assignments and discipline, and the criteria used for annual evaluations and promotions, which can be left open to a supervisor’s subjective determination of what a “good” leader looks like rather than the skills needed for the job.6
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As a result, women and other officers falling outside the perceived “norm” based on their workplace culture may delay their participation in the promotion process, or refuse to participate at all. Additionally, women tend to be proportionally under-represented in specialized assignments, such as SWAT, which are seen as necessary for promotions. Though some women officers do opt out of these specialty units (often because of the same childcare issues and the fear of being perceived as “tokens” by other officers raised above), the supervisory discretion in appointing officers to elite squads has been identified as a reason for the under-representation of women in these roles. Finally, women may also be proportionally under-represented in training opportunities considered critical for promotion, such as the FBI National Academy, which creates another barrier to their advancement.
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**Percent of women officers in leadership positions (2016)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chief</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate supervisor</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergeant</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Paths forward

**Make promotional processes more transparent and less subjective.** A promotion process that is more transparent and less subjective could help to encourage women to apply for promotion. As with all opportunities in the agency, policies should require that promotional opportunities and required qualifications are made available to everyone in the agency. Agencies should validate their promotional processes to ensure they actually measure the skills necessary for the position, and where possible, ensure metrics are as objective as possible.

**Ensure equitable access to specialty assignments and professional development.** Agencies should regularly collect data on who seeks and receives specialty assignments, leadership training, and other professional development opportunities, such as mentorship and shadowing. If women are not seeking opportunities considered requisites for promotion, the agency should host focus groups to understand why, and seek to mitigate those factors. If women are seeking those opportunities but are not receiving them, examine the selection process for latent bias.

**Explore the culture around promotions.** Supervisors should be aware of issues of “tokenism” and other discriminatory or disparaging views of women. This may affect how women officers see themselves and whether they pursue promotion. To address this, support for all promotional candidates should be framed in terms of acknowledging the qualifications that led to their promotion. Again, ensure requisite qualifications for promotional opportunities are communicated throughout the agency.

**Examine your promotional processes and access to opportunities.** Because many women officers are primed to see themselves as unlikely candidates for promotion due to a discriminatory workplace culture, shifting to a system where all officers are automatically included in the process could counter this issue (i.e., require individuals to “opt out” of consideration rather than “opt in”). However, this specific procedural change is not enough on its own to change a harmful workplace culture—it must be paired with broader efforts to diagnose and address patterns of discrimination and harassment in the promotion process throughout the agency.

**Provide childcare support and as much flexibility as possible in shift assignments for all officers.** Because childcare scheduling issues are the most cited as an obstacle for women who want to pursue promotion, agencies could provide on-site, affordable daycare for officers working the night shifts in their newly promoted role or help subsidize the cost of childcare for all officers with children.
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SUGGESTED ACTIONS FROM THE 30x30 PLEDGE

**Essential**

- Conduct surveys and focus groups to understand officers’ needs in adjusting to new shift assignments and other work-life balance concerns, possibly in partnership with a local academic institution.

- Ensure individuals sitting on promotional panels receive bias training (or analogous training) at least annually.

- Track completion rates for sexual harassment, discrimination, and other related training, and take action necessary to achieve 100% completion rates. If you do not have such a training, implement it.

**Strongly recommended**

- Review the demographics of individuals serving on promotional panels. They ideally should be at least as proportionately demographically diverse as the department overall, if not more so. Adjust if necessary.

- Articulate the knowledge, skills, abilities, and experiences required for supervisory positions. Compare these with the content of your promotional assessments. Are your assessments measuring and prioritizing these items? If not, revise accordingly. More broadly, if your assessments have not yet undergone content validation or an analogous process, do so.

- Review your promotion processes and identify areas that require subjective rather than objective assessment. Seek to minimize subjectivity.

**Recommended**

- Conduct focus groups with a representative sample of officers to learn their concerns, priorities, and perceptions of culture, parity, and access to opportunity within the agency. Consider including civilian employees in your sample as well to understand their perspective and how it may differ from sworn officers.

- Review your department’s programs and strategies to support professional development. Do you have a formal mentorship and/or shadowing program to support officers who intend to seek promotions? If not, implement such a program.

- If you do not already do so, start tracking demographic information about officers who seek and/or receive specialty assignments. It is also important to track demographic information about officers who seek and/or receive leadership training. If women don’t seek these opportunities proportional to their representation in the agency, try to understand why, such as through focus group discussions or an anonymous survey. If women officers are granted these opportunities that facilitate promotion proportionally less than men, explore your selection criteria for latent bias.